The Health campus is attached to the Centre hospitalier universitaire de Sherbrooke (CHUS-Hôpital Fleurimont).

**How to get there:**
- From Highway 10/55, take exit 143 to Highway 610
- From Highway 610, take exit 7
- At the traffic lights, turn left onto 12th Avenue
- At about 2 km, at the 3rd traffic lights, turn left and keep the left lane, towards the employee parking lot

**To park:**
- Pay the time stamp $7.00 (exact currency / credit card)
- Go to P2 parking for users, guests and volunteers.
- Note that you cannot park in the SP (semi-private) and CV (car-pooling) zones.

**To Sherbrooke 610 highway:**
- Rue James Quintin

**Health campus - Localisation**
3001, 12e avenue Nord
Sherbrooke (Québec) J1H 5N4

**FACULTÉS**
- Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences
  - Gérald-La Salle Pavilion
  - Sherbrooke Pharmacology Institute (IPS)
- Cancer Applied Research Pavilion (PRAC)

**SERVICES**
- Library
- Sports Centre
- CPE La Jardinière

**CENTRE**
- Centre de recherche du CHUS
- Centre hospitalier
- Estrie Hostel - Québec Cancer Foundation

**OTHER**
- Residences

**GRAPHIC LEGEND**
- Bus stop
- Electric Circuit
- Branché au travail
- Yellow permits and parking permit dispensers
- Green permits
- Hospital parking
- General permits (CIUSSS)
- SP (semi-private) or CP (car-pooling) permits
- Parking for users, guests and volunteers
- Faculty guest parking (Sticker mandatory)
- Reserved disabled parking places
- Parking permit dispensers
- No entry

**CONSTRUCTION SITE - PSPRT**
3001, 12e avenue Nord
Sherbrooke (Québec) J1H 5N4